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WELCOME
You have made an excellent choice with the purchase of our quality product.

FEATURES
1. Detachable Design Bluetooth soundbar, suitable for different scene needs.
2. Novel appearance with perfect surface finishing
3. Built-in 4*10W high quality full range speaker
4. Slim easily mountable forTV use
5. Compatible with the latest MP3/Mobile Phone/LCD/LED TV
6. Stereo Audio System with high fidelity
7. Digital volume control
8. Support Bluetooth EDR/USB/TF-Card/FM (optional)
9. Support Optical in/Aux in/Remote control
10. 6 EQ modes: Flat (Normal)/Class/Rock/POP/Jazz/Live (USB/Bluetooth/TF-card)
11. LED Display to indicate operation and display information 

SPECIFICATIONS
1. Bluetooth: EDR
2. FM(Optional): 87.5 -108MHz
3. Frequency Respond:100Hz-15KHz
4. Wireless range: 10 meters
5. Channel: 2.0 ch
6. Driver Unit: 2"(52mm)x4

8. SNR:≥75dB
9. Stereo Unbalance:≤2dB
10. Distortion Factor:THD≤10%
11. Speaker output: 40W
12. Power Consumption:36W
13. Power Supply: AC 100V-240V 60/50HZ,
14. Dimension soundbar:950X62X60mm

PACKAGECONTENT
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Soundbar Adapter

Remote control UserManual

Audio cables

CONNECTIONS OPTIONS OPTICAL

DC18V2A
OPTICALAUX IN

OPTICAL

The soundbar only supports PCM sound; see the Using the Optical Input section 
for more information. Not available on all televisions.

USB/TF-CARD

AUXIN
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AUXIN

DC18V2A
OPTICALAUX IN

Insert to a 3.5mm Line Out port.
To avoid noise on sound signal, ensure that the Line In cable is not touching 
other power cables.

BLUETOOTH

Seethe Pairing a Bluetooth Device for the First Time section for bluetooth setup.
Not available on all televisions.

FM RADIO

Put antenna cable at good open place would get good signal and better sound.

Installation method

(1) (2)
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(3) (4)

Mounting on the wall
1. Mark the position of the mounting screws on the wall using a pencil.
2. Drill 700 mm/27.56inch diameter holes by a powerful electric drill.
3. Insert the plastic inserts into the holes by hammer.
4. Secure the screws into the plastic insert and leave approx.0.3inch length to 
hook the soundbar.
5. Put the soundbar onto the mounting screws. Make sure they are firm and 
stable.

(1) (2)

Wall-mounting or Seat-Mounting

Use it as twins-Speakers

Style A Style B
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SETUP
Power
Plug AC/DC adapter soundbar to AC outlet.

Remote control
Requires 2 AAA batteries
A: Remove the battery compartment cover

B: insert 2 AAA batteries according to the markings 
inside the compartment.

C: Close the compartment.  

Display indicators

Status
Standby mode
Optical mode
USB mode
TF card mode
FM mode(optional)
AUX mode
Bluetooth mode
Bluetooth ready to pair
Adjust volume
EQ MODE
Mute
Pause
Reading USB / TF-card

Indicator
: (2 RED dots)

     (Blinking)
             (0-32)
             ( FLAT/Class/Rock/POP/JAZZ/Live )
             00:53 (blinking and going)
             00:53 (Blinking)
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INTRODUCTION
Soundbar front

IR

AUXIN OPTICAL

DISPLAY
SoundbarBack

DC IN 18V

SoundbarSide
1. Standby/Source: Press to toggle between Auxin, Optical, Bluetooth, 
USB, TF-Card and FM mode.
Hold to power on/off.
2. Play/Pause: Press to playback or pause.
3. FWD/Volume+: Pressto next track.
Hold to volume-i-.
4. Back/Volume-: Press to play previous track.
Hold to volume-.
5. USB port: Plus to play USB media.
6. TF-card port: Plus to play  TF-card media.

REMOTE CONTROL
1.Standby
Press to power on/off
2. Back
Play the previous track
3.Play/Pause
Press to play/pause music
Searching FM channels

4.UNPAIR
Press to disconnect current BT connection 
Press again to connect last BT connection
5.Volume-
Press to volume down
6.Input
Press to toggle between
Aux In, Optical, Bluetooth, USB, TF-card
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7. FWD
Play the next track
8. EQ
Press to set EQ mode: FLAT/ 
Class/Rock/POP/JAZZ/Live 
(USB/Bluetooth/TF-card only)
9.Mute
Press to muting sound
10.Volume+
Press to volume up

AUDIO INPUTS
Using the USB/TF card port
1. Insert a USB flash drive into the USB port, located on the side of the soundbar.
2. Press the Standby button to power on the soundbar.
3. Set the soundbar to USB mode by clicking the Standby button on the 
soundbar or clicking the Input button on the remote.
4. The soundbar will automatically start playing audio files located on the USB 
flash drive.
5. Use PLAY/PAUSE buttons on the remote to pause/play
6. Use FWD/BACK to skip the selected track.
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NOTE: It is recommended to change playing mode or turn on soundbar power 
before removing the USB flash/ TF card from the soundbar.

Using the Optical Input
1. Connect the Digital Optical Audio Cable to the Optical input on the soundbar.
2. Connect the other end of the Optical cable to the optical output Audio cable to 
TV.
3. Press the Standby button to power on the soundbar.
4. Set the soundbar to optical mode by clicking the Standby button on the 
soundbar or clicking the Input button on the remote.
5. Using the native controls on your connected device, make sure the audio 
settings are set to PCM or Optical Audio and are turned On. See your TV manual 
for more info.
6. Audio from the connected audio source will now be played through the 
speakers.
NOTE: This soundbar only supports PCM sound when using the Digital optical 
cable, if sound is ever missing when using optical cable you need to set your TV's 
sound settings to play PCM sound. See your  TV manual for more information.

DC18V2A
OPTICALAUX IN

Using the AUX In
1. Plug one end of a 3.5 mm audio cable into the AUX In on the soundbar.
2. Plug the other end of the 3.5 mm audio cable into the Line out/headphone 
output on a audio device (TV, phone, tablet, computer, mp3 player, etc.).
3. Press the Standby button to power on the soundbar.
4. Set the soundbar to AUX In mode by clicking the Standby button on the 
soundbar or clicking the Input button on the remote.
5. Audio played through the connected audio device will now be played through 
the speakers.

DC18V2A
OPTICALAUX IN
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Using FM RADIO(Optional)
1. Fix FM antenna cable to place in order to get good signal.
2. Plug the other end of the 3.5 mm audio cable into the Line out/headphone 
output on a audio device (TV, phone, tablet, computer, mp3 player, etc.).
3. Press the Standby button to power on the soundbar.
4. Set the soundbar to FM mode by clicking the Standby button on the soundbar 
or clicking the Input button on the remote.
5. Under FM mode, press Play/Pause to auto search channels. After searching, it 
would save.
6. Press FWD/Back to select channel.

BLUETOOTH CONNECTION
Pairing a Bluetooth Device for the First Time
1. Press the Standby button to power on the soundbar.
2. Set the soundbar to Bluetooth mode by clicking the Standby button on the 
soundbar or clicking the UNPAIR button on the remote.
3. The soundbar will make beeping sounds and the BT logo will blink to indicate 
that it is ready to pair. When pairing, you would hear beeping sounds and the BT 
logo still.
NOTE: If the BT logo on the display is not blinking then the Bluetooth on the 
soundbar is already under the control of another device. Before you can pair a 
new device you will have to disable the connection between the soundbar and 
the currently connected Bluetooth device.
4. Using the native controls on your Bluetooth device, search for new Bluetooth 
connections. Select the XBR-08 that Bluetooth connection has been established.
5. If your device requests a password, enter the default "0000".
6. After initial pairing, the unitwill stay paired unless unpaired manually by the 
user, or until it is erased due to a reset of the device.
If your device should become unpaired or  you find it is unable to connect, hold 
the UNPAIR button (remote) down and repeat the above steps.
NOTE: If a device is already paired to the soundbar but you don't know which 
device, then you can disable the connection by press the UNPAIR button. You 
should now be able to pair a new device to the soudbar.

PLAYING AUDIO WIRELESSLY
1. Follow the instructions for Pairing a Bluetooth Device for the first time.
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2. Use the native controls on the connected Bluetooth Device to select a track.
3. To play, pause or skip the selected track, use the native controls on the 
connected Bluetooth Device or use the buttons on the remote.
4. Audio played through the connected Bluetooth device will now be heard 
through the speakers.

WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
Warnings
• This appliance is for household, indoor use only.
• To reduce the risk of fire or electric shock, do not expose this apparatus to rain 
or moisture.
• The warranty for this product is invalidated if the product has been tampered 
with in any way. There are no user serviceable parts inside this product.
• Do not place this unit directly onto furniture surfaces or soft, porous, or 
sensitive finish. As with any rubber compound made with oils, the feet could 
cause marks or staining where the feet reside. We recommend using a protective 
barrier such as a cloth or a piece of glass between the unit and the surface to 
reduce the risk of damage and/or staining.
• Use of this unit near fluorescent lighting may cause interference regarding use 
of the remote. If the unit is displaying erratic behavior move away from any 
fluorescent lighting, as it may be the cause.
• The battery, batteries, and battery pack shall not be exposed to excessive heat 
such as sunshine, or the like. 
• Lithium batteries, like all rechargeable batteries are recyclable and should be 
recycled or disposed of in normal household waste. Contact your local 
government for disposal or recycling practices in your area.They should never be 
incinerated since they might explode.
• Shock hazard - Do Not Open.

Cautions
• To prevent electric shock, match wide blade of plug to wide slot, make sure it is 
fully inserted.
• Always unplug the appliance from the power outlet when it is not in use and 
before cleaning. Only use this product with the adapter provided.
• Use of any controls or adjustments or performance of procedures other than 
those herein specified may result in hazardous radiation exposure.
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• Danger of explosion if battery is incorrectly replaced. Replace only with the 
same or equivalent type.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
1.Read these Instructions.
2.Keep these Instructions.
3.Heed all warnings.
4. Follow all instructions.
5. Do not use this apparatus near water.
6. Clean only with a dry cloth.
7. Do not block any ventilation openings. Install in accordance with the 
manufacturer's instructions.
8. Do not install near any heat sources such as radiators, heat registers, stoves, 
or other apparatus (including amplifiers) that produce heat.
9. Do not defeat the safety purpose of the polarized or grounding - type plug. A 
polarized plug has two blades with one wider than the other. A grounding type 
plug has two blades and a third grounding prong. The wide blade or the third 
prong is provided for your safety. When the provided plug does not fit into your 
outlet,consult an electrician for replacement of the obsolete outlet.
10. Protect the power cord from being stepped on or pinched particularly at 
plugs, convenience receptacles, and the point where they exit from the 
apparatus.
11. Only use attachments/ accessories specified by the manufacturer.
12. Unplug this apparatus during lightning storms or when unused for long 
periods.
13. Refer all servicing to qualified service personnel. Servicing is required when 
the apparatus has been damaged in any way, such as power-supply cord or plug 
is damaged, liquid has been spilled or objects have fallen into the apparatus, the 
apparatus has been exposed to moisture, does not operate normally,or has been 
dropped.
14. Do not use the product for any purpose other than its intended use.

FAQ
Q: Why is no sound coming out of the soundbar when connected to the TV?
A: Check to see if soundbar is powered on.
A: Check that the audio cable is connected to a sound output connector.
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A: Check if TV is set to play sound out of audio output connector (check TV 
settings).
A: Check if soundbar is set to play the correct audio source from the cable that is 
currently connected to the soundbar.
Q:  My phone/tablet cannot make a Bluetooth connection to the soundbar: 
A:  Make sure that the soundbar is in BT mode. If you cannot connect to "XBR-08" 
then press the UNPAIR button to disconnect any other device that is connected 
to the soundbar and try connection again.
Q: Sound sometimes falls out or sound quality drops when playing in Bluetooth 
mode.
A: The soundbar has a range of up to 10 meters, but will be shorter if there are 
other wireless devices in the area or there is a wall between the connected device 
and the soundbar.
Q: The soundbar doesn't always register input from the remote?
A: Make sure to point the remote directly at the soundbar. Try changing the 
batteries.
Q: The soundbar is connected to TV via optical cable but not all TV channels are 
playing sound?
A:  The soundbar only supports digital PCM sound. Set your TV's sound output to 
PCM. Check your TV manual for instructions. Alternative use the Line in cable.
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FCC Warning Statement
Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could
void the user’s authority to operate the equipment. This equipment has been tested and found to
comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These
limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential
installation. This equipment generates uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not
installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio
communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular
installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception,
which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to
correct the interference by one or more of the following measures:

Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.

Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is
connected.

Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.

This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following
two conditions: (1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and
(2) this device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause
undesired operation.


